We help you simplify your processes so you can devote more time and attention to customer needs.

Accelerate your workflow with our InsurTech solutions:

**ProMetrix** helps insurers combat premium leakage and ensure swift, accurate application prefill by providing reliable business, property, and auto risk data, as well as detailed loss histories, across all commercial lines. ProMetrix’s powerful middleware and API connectivity fuel straight-through processing.

**LightSpeed** helps you keep more business in the pipeline with verified leads and a single, bindable quote. Utilizing Verisk’s unmatched data resources and predictive analytics, it helps streamline customer experience and cuts processing time and cost.

**Mozart Form Composer** lets you easily research, create, and edit policy wordings, helping you gain speed to market for both new products and critical ISO coverage updates.

**ERC Suite** helps you keep abreast of regulatory changes and updates in ISO commercial lines programs. By reducing the time and effort needed to analyze changes in ISO circulars, ERC lets you focus on achieving strategic business objectives.

**MILD** software provides a rating model that you can use to perform the most sophisticated custom analyses of your casualty excess-of-loss reinsurance treaties. In a few keystrokes, you can go from looking at your limits profile to completing your treaty pricing.

Who wouldn’t want processes that are faster and more efficient, that reduce opportunities for human error?

- **400+** data points delivered in seconds by LightSpeed™ Auto
- **Up to 85%** online conversion rate boost from LightSpeed™ Auto
- **Up to 70%** faster implementing ISO circular changes with ISO ERC™
- **40%** of carriers using Preferred Data Partnerships saw immediate savings
Verisk Data Management Services and Preferred Data Partnership can help you untangle and curate your data, allowing you to focus on finding profitable growth opportunities and enhancing your customers’ experience.

ISO’s Actuarial and Strategic Data Insights provides information you need to enhance your decision-making and boost your productivity and profitability. Using ISO data to supplement your own experience, you’ll be able to make better-informed decisions about product pricing, premium and loss trends, marketing, underwriting, reserve adequacy, and reinsurance needs.

360Value® for commercial and personal lines generates reliable replacement cost estimates, based on current, detailed, and localized reconstruction cost data collected and validated through real-world claims experience. Data is compiled from extensive research, direct data feeds, claims analyses, and communication with 92,000 claims and building contractors.

A-PLUS™ for commercial and personal lines lets insurers run detailed loss history reports, with flexible options for optimizing expenses.

Coverage Verifier enables you to identify personal auto risks with current, lapsed, or suspended coverage at the point of sale—using the most complete history of risk available in the industry today. It helps improve customer and agent satisfaction, reduce processing time, and increase sales-close ratios.

ISO’s VINMASTER enables you to determine premiums more accurately for personal auto risks, even if you don’t have the vehicle identification number (VIN).

We’re here to help you make better decisions with greater precision, efficiency, and discipline. And we’re here to keep helping you succeed—no matter how events and markets twist and turn.

For more information, please visit verisk.com/core

Verisk research shows that when insurers use software to manage forms changes, they experience a:

- **39%** average reduction in overall work hours
- **58%** average decrease in work time for IT modifications
- **38%** average decrease in overall cost
- **7 Month** average reduction in the time spent keeping current with ISO